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Appendix 8

Stand-down Flow chart
Person Subject of an Allegation in a Diocesan School

•When allegations of serious misconduct are made against a staff member a risk
assessment will be made by the Principal Consultant in consultation with the
Principal including consideration of whether the PSOA should remain in their
current position, be assigned to alternative duties, relocated or stood down.
•Factors to be considered in making this assessment are described at 4.18 in the
Procedures For Dealing With Allegations Of Misconduct 2005 (i.e. the nature and
seriousness of the allegatlon(s), vulnerabllity of the chlldren the employee would be in
contact with at work, the nature of the position occupied by the PSOA, the level of
supervision available for the PSOA, the avallabillty of support for the PSOA on a day to day
basis if duties are unchanged, the PSOA's disciplinary history, other posslble risks to the
Investigation, advice from FSA or SAPOLJ

•The Principal Consultant seeks advice and consults the Assistant Director PC or
another PC to assess whether the PSOA should be assigned to alternative duties,
relocated or stood down.
•The PC contacts the Director with a proposal for stand-down or continuation of
duties that is informed by the assessment that has occured.

•The Director will make a decision regarding stand down, relocation or reassignment
•The PC will arrange with the Principal to undertake this action
•Factors for the stand down should be clearly articulated in the investigation report

•The decision to reinstate the PSOA's role will usually be made at the conclusion of
the investigation unless the outcome is dismissal. If the Principal Consultant after
seeking advice and having consultated the Assistant Director PC or another PC
makes the assessment that the PSOA should be reinstated before the conclusion of
the investigation they will consult the Assistant Director PC and arrange a meeting
with Director to put forward the factors behind this recommendation.
•The Director will make the decision to reinstate based on this discussion.

